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Abstract— In this paper, we present the environment set for
validation and testing a particular ASIC that implements a
piecewise linear (PWL) architecture. Description for a package
debug propose is included. Methodologies for power consumption
and envelope and maximum operation frequency estimation,
based on laboratory measurements, are described.

I. INTRODUCTION

Piecewise linear functions are a mathematical abstraction
widely used in circuit theory, computer graphics, and system
identification [1]. The evaluation of this type of functions
has been approached in different ways by diverse algorithms
such as: simplicial paths [2], comparator architecture [3], and
more recently neural networks [4]. A dedicated microprocessor
named PWLR6 was designed using a full EDA flow using
standard AMI 05 OSU standard cells library [5]. The µP
was designed in order to execute the calculation of a six-
input PWL function with a high degree of flexibility [6].
A micro-programmed control unit enables the setup of dif-
ferent configurations using the PWLR6 ISA (Instruction Set
Architecture). Absolute and relative jumps, ALU (Arithmetic
Logic Unit), memory read and write, and register access
instructions, provide a rich environment to exploit the PWLR6
µP functionalities. In this paper, we present a set of debug
features and methodologies to proceed with a Post-silicon
validation and testing environment requirements to deal with
the complexity of the PWL µP.

Specific Design For Testability (DFT) and observability
features were introduced in the early ASIC design stage. These
DFT features run the whole verification flow together with the
PWL silicon. In order to create an efficient testing environ-
ment, a synchronization between silicon results and simulation
data within a clock period resolution was achieved. Random
tests procedure were used to ensure a better test coverage in
order to guarantee the correct chip functionality. Morevoer,
a Well known pre-silicon tests scenarios were prepared to
consistently evaluate each of the PWLs blocks separately in
case of a bug or a missfunctionality occurs. Methodologies
for power measurements and maximun operational frequency
were developed and are shown in the paper, together with
experimental results.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PWLR6 ARCHITECTURE

In this section, a brief description of a digital architecture
that implements an R6 PWL is presented. The idea is to
explain the complextity level of the ASIC to evalute. The
proposed architecture is based on a microprocessor [7] scheme
that includes an ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit), a register file
and a control unit [8].

Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of the PWL chip.
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Fig. 1. PWL blocks.

Figure 2 ilustrates PWL Chip.

Fig. 2. PWL chip.
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III. TESTING ENVIRONMENT

A. Hardware environment

In this section, a brief description of the hardware (HW)
environment is presented. The HW consists of a master-slave
configuration where the PWL is in the role of slave and
the master is implemented on a Xilinx Test board with a
Virtex5 FPGA. The PWL uses a DDR2 Device where the
controlller and the memory transfer hub (MTH) are realized
on the Virtex5. The MTH is responsable for adapted the
memory controller with the PWL chip memory protocol,
also allows the functionality of the systems at different
frequencies between the memory controller and the PWL
chip. The systems frequencies are: Master@100MHz, Memory
controller@160MHz and the PWL@[6,25Mhz - 50MHz]. The
master interconnects with a PC, through RS232, with the
Matlab interface. The PWL chip is placed on a two layer PCB.
This PCB includes some pin connectors for the logic analyzer
and for an easy power measurement.

Figure 3 ilustrates system hardware scheme.

Fig. 3. System view.

B. Software environment

There are several software (SW) levels in the system, each
of them running on a different part of the HW environment.
PWL Assembler.- This assembler activates the PWL for the
N-dimensional input data X from the master, calculates and
sends the results back to the master. Besides that, other assem-
bler codes were development based on the debug necessity.
These assembles allow to activate different parts inside the
PWL chip or, in the case of power, to activate the ALU at
maximun load. The PWL has 256 by 20 bits wide instruction
ROM space. The master programs the PWL ROM while
the PWL is in programming mode. The assembler code is
hardcoded in the FPGA. The programming and execution
modes are set by the master.
Master SW.- The master SW has four state machines and
the PicoBlaze micro-controller. The PicoBlaze is an eigth bit
VHDL micro-processor and operates the RS232 interacting
between the state machines and the Matlab command instruc-
tion sets. The state machines control the PWL activation and

functionality. The state machines are:
ASM Load.- Programs the PWL ROM with the assem-
bler. This was done using two asynchrony signals: data
and clock. Both signals are generated by the master.
Chip clk gen.- Generated the PWL clock. This machine im-
plements the Stop clock and Do 1 clk features. (See DFT part)
Exe calc func.- Executes the PWL activation. This machine
puts the PWL to work by sending the start signal and series
Xi inputs (Xi ! R6) to the PWL and then wait for the PWL
to transfers the result back. This machine will send the final
results to the Human Interface.
DFT block.- Generates the debug features activation: Scan,
Bypass-Scan and Bypass. (See DFT part). The selection will
be set by the picoblaze based on the human interface decision.
This state machine performs the first data format before reach
the PC interface.
PC SW.- Its a Matlab interface dealing with the instruction
commands to the PicoBlaze and formatting the data for the
human interface. Also, creates the random cases and compares
the chip results with the PWL implemented in a Matlab private
toolbox.

IV. DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY

The main idea of the following structures is to help the
designer during the validation process. This DFT strategy
development started in the design stage together with the chip
development and its functionality was checked on simulations
at pre-silicon stage. Six DFT were created:
Stop Clk.- Some events, internally or externally, could enable
the PWL chip clk freezing the execution. These events could
be completely synchronized with the simulation tool in the
case the user needs a time correlation for simulator compari-
son. This synchronization allowed an easy verification register
by register for clock by clock operation. The syncronization
was achived by a counter that has the number of clocks,
this ensures the correlation between the simulation and the
chip. The option for an external Stop Clk signal assertion is
available but this is asynchronous and no time correlation can
be guaranteed.
Do 1 Clk.- Triggers a one PWL clock pulse allowing the
execution of the PWL routines step by step. This signal
activation can be external or internal. In the internal case
will be when other DFT are using it. In the external case
the activation is from the human interface command.
The following two DFT: Mux and Scan are related to the
observability. The idea was to carry internal signals out. These
signals are selected from the data and control flow path.
Mux.- This is an externally activated multiplexer that takes
different internal signals out to I/O pins. The mux out is in
parallel format. The relation between the number of bits and
the number of observable registers is a trade-off and depends
on design considerations. This DFT has ”on the fly” activation,
meaning that it is capable of taking out signals while the chip
is running. Of course, this is an expensive DFT due to the
amount of I/O pins but, on the other hand, is the simplest one
to build. Also, this mux allows the creation of a ”signature”
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signals on the logic analizer creating an easy scenario to
compare with the simulator.
Scan.- This takes out a number of different bits coming from
different internal PWL block. The scan out is serial on a daisy
chain format. As opposite to the Mux, the scan has to be
activated when the PWL is stopped by the Stop Clk signal. In
terms of out pins, this feature is cheaper because used only to
out pins: data and clock.
Bypass-Scan.- It is similar to the Scan but acts only on the
Control-Register. Due to its complexity and importance the
control register has a dedicated DFT. The Control-Register
has the ASM instructions that are 20 bits.
Bypass.- The Bypass DFT allows writing the control register
from the outside world putting aside the ROM interface. This
DFT should be perfectly synchronized with the PWL clock
to allow the correct work. The Bypass-scan and Bypass DFT
were introduced in the PWL silicon to replace the internal
ROM device in case of design or manufacturing failure. The
idea was to allow the ”onion peeling” procedure, means that
if ROM failure was detected, the chip debug would continue
using the Bypass DFT and validation process would not stop.

V. POST-SILICON

A. Block functional verification

The block functional verification requires to test every block
independently. Asserting the functionality of each block allows
to build a step by step process and isolate problems when they
appear. This verification was done using a friendly and flexible
PWL assembler compiler. Six main blocks were included in
this verification process:
Design for testability.- Much of these features were tested
in pre-silicon using a logic analyzer but due to fact that the
PWL was the first silicion including these kind of validation
hardware, a validation slot for these blocks was included
(These blocks are not part of the PWL evaluation). Ideally,
these blocks should be a legacy well know HW design that is
inherited from design to design.
FPGA State Machines.- The state machines were checked
with a logic analyzer before PWL silicon arrival. Signal
protocol and timing were checked with the simulation results
comparison.
ROM Memory.- It was verified using a observavility DFT
that allowed to check the correct data was being written. This
was a big concern because no pre-silicon test could be done.
Xi Protocol.- Includes all the asynchronous protocol between
master and slave. A DFT and a logic analyzer were used to
verify all the signals to ensure the correctness of the Xi data.
Sorting.- Due its strong dependency with the n-dimensional
value, different set of inputs were used and the correct order
after sorting routine were check with an obserbavility DFT.
Changing different data sets and comparing with simulation
results allowed to verified the correct sorting routine.
External Memory Access.- A bi-directional I/O was involved
here so a particular PWL assembler was used to read and write
to different memory addresses. The data was verified using a
DFT and a logic analyzer. Moreover, the whole system: PWL,

MTH and memory controller had a special attention during
validation due to the different frequencies operations.
ALU.- Besides the PWL calculations, a set of different mathe-
matical operations were test and the results checked using the
address I/O pins.

B. Functional verification

Two set of cases where used in this stage: from simulations
and random cases. The simulation cases used for DFT and
correlations test with the simulator. Random cases were com-
pared with matlab toolbox using a ”Linear-Function” space
instead of no-linear to get a direct error calculation. The main
difference between these cases is the run speed. Means, the
simulations are some reduced set of Xi values running on the
simulations and all the DFT (Scan and Mux) values are gen-
erated and used for comparison between Modelsim simulator
and the chip. In this case, the memory size used was very
small and the values were hardcode on the simulated VHDL
code. On the other hand, the random cases are generated by
matlab and the whole 16MB memory map was used. Matlab
created a random Xi input, send it to the PWL and the result
was compared with the matlab calculation. The correct results
of all these cases were the base for the maximum frequency
test on next section.

Figure 4 shows some of the random test results. The error
between PWL-chip and Matlab should be 0 as expected.
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VI. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

The idea was to verify the maximum PWL operational
attainable frequency for this design and technology. The I/O
and core power planes in the PWL are unified. This unification
limited the highest voltage applied to the PWL due the I/O
clamping connection with the FPGA.
In order to overcome to this voltage limitation the procedure
was to define a test that allowed extrapolation of the maximum
PWL frequency, without changing the PWL core-I/O voltage
beyond the FPGA I/O limits. This test exercises the critical
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path obtained from simulations. This critical was the part
related with the ALU execution and was verified in the
laboratory by exercising different parts inside the PWL circuit
till we have a functional failure. The failure or success of this
test was our fail/pass criteria in the Frequency Vs PWL Vcc
core graph. The test consisted on reducing Vcc, maintaining a
fix PWL frequency, until a failure result occurred. A fail result
was the one that gave a different number comparing with the
simulation results but the chip was still functional. The idea of
functionality was that only the numerical result was the error
and not the PWL protocol behaviour. The PWL frequency
change was done using the DCM block in the FPGA.

Figure 5 exemplifies the DCM connection.

Fig. 5. Frequency shmoo .

Figure 6 ilustrate the maximum PWL operational frequency
for each Vcc value with a different coverage level.
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Fig. 6. Freq. Vs Vcc.

The difference in coverage is related with the simulation
and random cases mentioned before. Although boths kind of
test point to the ALU execution, the random test were more
than twenty thousand cases and simulations cases are nine.
Thats why the difference in the frequency results observed
on picture Frequency Vs Vcc results.

VII. POWER MEASUREMENTS

The power consumption has three main components: static
consumption, clk tree and the dynamic consumption. The

procedure to measured each components was done following
the next table:

Power Item CLK Reset Running
Static off on off

Clock Tree on on off
Dynamic on off on

The running condition means that the PWL is executing the
assembler instructions.

Power consumption was measured using a series resistor
on the PWL Vcc connection. The value of this resistor is
calculated to keep the voltage on the resistor at working range
between 600mV and 1500mV. The idea was to maintain the
same resistor value for all the measurments. The resistor was
100!. The measurements were done with two devices: digital
scope (Agilent DSO3062A) and a multimeter Hewlett Packard
(HP34401A). The idea of using both elements was to correlate
the results.

A. Consumption time picture

To get an idea of the PWL power consumption, a scope
picture was captured showing the consumption while a test is
on execution.
Figure 7 shows the power consumption Vs time during a test
execution.
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In the Figure 7 the Req signal belongs to the asynchrony
protocol and is shown here just as an activity reference. (This
signal does not have the correct voltage scale.)
The consumption time picture was a base for the creation
of a ”Power Virus”. The worst power consumption occurred
during ”calculation and memory access”, based on these facts
a PWL assembler which fully activates the ALU and the I/O
was done. This assembler is called Power Virus because is
the maximum power that the PWL can dissipate. The ALU,
which is the highest consuming block, was running at the
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maximum execution velocity on an infinite assembler loop. In
this power virus an I/O out instruction was added, this gives
the power virus with pad activity. The power virus assembler
was used to calculate the consumption for different Vcc cores
and operation frequencies. Also, gives the worst case power
envelope for disipations considerations.

B. Power measurements

The static power was around 160nW. As mentioned before,
this static power was when the PWL clk tree was off and the
PWL reset was asserted. Using the power virus assembler, the
procedure was to measure the power consumption for different
operation frequencies. As expected, the maximum power quote
was for the power virus with full I/O activity. Table I shows the
power measurements results for the: clock tree, power virus
with and without I/O activity.

TABLE I
POWER @3,3V

PWL Power [ mW ]
Freq. [ MHz ] Clock Tree P. Virus P. Virus + I/O

25 22,70 34,91 49,68
12,5 11,42 17,60 24,87
6,25 5,69 8,75 12,40

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a post-silicon validation and
testing methodology. Three important conclusions were: the
proactive work done with the environment preparations, like:
DFT features, different assembler codes, assembler compiler,
etc.
Defined methodologies setups for power consumption, blocks
validation and the attainable maximum frequency for this kind
of silicon.
Studied the importance of defining a correct coverage during
silicon validation specially when the pre-silicon could not
cover all the cases due to the complexity of the testbench
scenarios.
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